
Radiation Therapy: TBA Therapy Bealn Analysis Equiplnent

PLEXITOM� TRUFIX
2D Positioning Deⅵ ce D etector Positioning
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Feat1λ I˙es

鎬· Makes it possible to Ineasure proFlles and depth dose

curves in a solid state phantoΠl automatically

斡i Makes it possible to position an ion chamber in l HIIn

increments by reΠ 10te contro1

辭 Dose veriFlcation phantoH1, easy and quick to set up

斟 工ncludes PlexContro1 software

PLEXITOM’s unique design Hlakes it possible to Hleasure

continuous pro且 les and depth dose curves of high— energy

photon and electron beanls in solid aclylic Hlateria1˚  It

closes the gap between autoΠ latic water phantolns and

solid state phantonls˚  The phantoln contains two excentri—

cally Inounted rotary acyylic cylinders inside a solid

acrylic block. Its double rotation principle serves fbr quick

and precise positioning of a detector along the centra1

bealn axis as well as for off느 axis measureHlent within an

area of 122 Irlllil in dialneter. A suitable adapter accoΠ 1mo—

dates a 0● 6 cmB PTW FarHler chalnber or a 0●  125 cln3 且ex—

ible chalnber. Using the PLEX工 TOM, the absolute dose at

different speci且 c points in the target volume can be

checked without the need to enter the treatHlent room

after each Hleasurellilent while the cumbersoHle setup of a

reΠ10te controlled water phantoHl is avoided●  The phan—

toΠl is powered by two stepper H10tors reH10tely controlled

by the TBA control unit (additionally required) and by

the PlexContro1 software (included). Alternatively; the

MEPHYSTO ?η c2 software can be used.

ordering 工nforIIlat土 on

T40012 PLEX工TOM Inotor— driven acrylic phantom

including PlexContro1 software

T40012 ◆ 1.010 PLEXITOM / 0●  6 cln3 ion chaⅡ1ber adapter

T40012 ● 1.011 PLEXITOM / 0●  125 cln3 ion chalnber adapter

〉 Ionization ChaIIilbers ραℓe I qI
▷ Therapy DoseHleters ραℓe I 크I
▷ MEPHYSTO ?η c2 Software ραℓe 49
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Features

辭 Positioning of effdctive points of HleasureΠ lent of

detectors on the water surface

Interchangeability of various detector types without

resetting the effective points of measurelnent

Can also be used fbr horizontal irradiation

Maintains ΠliniIIluIIl distance to the IIletal parts

0f the Irloving Inechanislrl

The TRUFIX precision attachlnent systeln is used fbr

simple installation of various ionization chaHlbers and

detectors in TBA systeIIls˚  It serves fbr f¸ st and precise

positioning of effdctive points of HleasureHlent of various

detectors on the water surface in water phantoHls.

order묘 ng InforΠlatlon

L981150 TRUFIX Basic equipment
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TBA Detector
Holding Devices
There is a variety of holding devices fbr attaching therapy

detectors to the Πlechanism of TBA phantoln tanks avai1—

able. Special holders enable the user to FIx a cylindric

ion chambeη  an electron chaΠ1beη a diode detector, a dia—

mond detector or a light probe to the Π10ving Inechanism●

other holders are designed to 且x a detector cable plug or a

ref는 rence chaIIlber to the tank wa11.

ordering Inforlnation
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〉 Radiation Detectors pαℓe I q∬
〉 TBA Phantom Tanks pαℓe 4 ㅗ∬
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